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Scope

• Why use Equella?
• Creating Equella resources
• Using Equella resources in LEO units
• Useful tips
Why use Equella?

Instead of Moodle
Sharing resources across LEO units

Moodle

1. ‘Copy an existing unit’

2. Copy and paste from another LEO unit
Sharing resources across LEO units

Moodle

Updating resources in one LEO unit

DOES NOT update the others.
Sharing resources across LEO units

Equella
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Sharing resources across LEO units

Equella

Updating resources in one LEO unit

ALSO updates the others.
Demo

Creating resources in Equella
Things to remember

- Equella ‘items’ are ‘folders’
- Equella items may contain documents, video, audio, images, URLs
- Unit administration vs Subject matter
- Organise by unit or topic
Demo

Using Equella resources in LEO
Benefits

• Resources are easy to share across units
• Your students see the latest version of resources
• Saves time
Thank you!